
A Personalized Memory Chest From
MemoryChests.com Makes The Perfect
Wedding Gift

BISMARCK, ND, USA, April 9, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Personalized memory chests from

MemoryChests.com make lasting wedding gifts. These handcrafted wooden chests can be laser

monogrammed with the couple initials to commemorate their special day and mark the

beginning of their life together.

With wedding season coming up, MemoryChests.com has a unique and meaningful gift idea:

personalized memory chests. These handcrafted, 100% wood chests are certain to become a

family heirloom for the special couple. Chests can be monogrammed with the first initial of the

couple's last name in the middle and the initials of their first names to either side. Monograms

are laser-engraved on the front of the chest and are available in a variety of fonts. 

"The memory chest makes a perfect wedding gift. It's beautiful, functional and handcrafted to

last a lifetime. We carry several different sizes of memory chests but for weddings, we

recommend the large size. It can be given ahead of time to hold everything to couple needs for

the upcoming wedding or it can be given at the wedding as a special storage chest for the

wedding dress, champagne glasses and other wedding day mementos. We have several

customers who have incorporated the chests as part of their home décor and use them for all

sorts of things from storing linens and blankets to special dishware," said Bob Beck, founder of

MemoryChests.com (http://www.memorychests.com/).  

MemoryChests.com offers chests Small, Medium and Large Memory Chests in Oak, Cherry or

Espresso finishes. The large chests recommended as wedding gifts measure 41"L x 21"W x 21"H

and start at just $295. All chests are handcrafted, featuring solid hardwood corner posts and

hardwood veneered panels. The Oak chests are made from Red Oak wood. The Cherry and

Espresso chests are made from Birch wood. All are made from 100% wood. There are no MDF or

fiberboard components used in the chests. An optional cedar base is available for all chests.

All memory chests have two lid supports for safety. These supports keep the lids open in any

position. Some assembly is required upon receipt, but instructions, complete with photos, are

included with every order. MemoryChests.com offers a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

"Memory chests have a long history all around the world. It used to be very common for a

woman to enter into her marriage with a chest full of the things she'd need to make her new
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house into a home. We're bringing back that tradition with a modern twist - adding the marital

monogram. If you've been searching for a different kind of wedding gift, something that the

couple can use and cherish throughout their entire marriage, you won't go wrong with a

memory chest," noted Beck. 

Learn more about MemoryChests.com and view the entire line of products at

www.memorychests.com.

About Wood Creations, Inc.: Wood Creations Inc.

(http://www.woodtoybox.com/aboutus2002.htm) is a family-owned business that produces

handcrafted toy boxes, memory chests and keepsake boxes. Operated by Bob and Julie Beck, the

business started many years ago after creating storage boxes for toys for friends and relatives

who had children and has further expanded since then. With a multitude of various toy boxes

and chests for blankets with either special designs or personalized lettering offered on the site,

Wood Creations has something for everyone.

Bob Beck

Wood Creations Inc.

701-214-1520
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